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A frequently cited recommendation of public service motivation (PSM)
research is to use PSM in the context of HR marketing. However, empirical
evidence demonstrating the usefulness of addressing PSM in the recruitment process is limited. Moreover, we know little about the relative
importance of PSM for public employers’ attractiveness. We address this
gap using an experimental research design to investigate whether public
service motivated individuals differ from extrinsically motivated individuals
in terms of their attraction to organizations that emphasize either
“traditional” public or private values in their employer branding. Our findings indicate that public service motivated individuals are attracted neither
to public nor to private values in employer branding. Furthermore, individuals with very high levels of extrinsic motivation are more attracted to private values employer branding than to public values employer branding
and to the control group.
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Introduction
In recognition of the “war for talent,” especially for increasingly rare and expensive knowledge
workers, becoming an “employer of choice” is a central human resource and a business imperative (Greening and Turban 2000; Martin et al. 2005; Wilden, Gudergan, and Lings 2010). With a
workforce that is aging faster than the labor force as a whole, public organizations face the chal€ al€a 2002; Leisink and Steijn
lenge of attracting and retaining talent in public service careers (Aij€
2008; Lewis and Frank 2002). As a result, increasing employer attractiveness—the interest of individuals to be employed by a certain organization (Lieber 1995)—is of key importance for public
organizations.
A commonly held assumption is that public service motivation (PSM)—or the willingness to
contribute to society at large and serving the public interest (Perry and Hondeghem 2008)—
affects individuals’ attraction to government as the employer of choice (e.g., Carpenter,
Doverspike, and Miguel 2012; Christensen and Wright 2011; Leisink and Steijn 2008; Lewis and
Frank 2002; Perry and Wise 1990; Vandenabeele 2008), and therefore, recruitment for public sector organizations should be different from that for their private sector counterparts (Van der Wal
and Oosterbaan 2013). On the basis of a systematic literature review, Ritz, Brewer, and Neumann
(2016) found that studies frequently recommend the use of PSM in the context of HR marketing.
However, empirical evidence demonstrating the usefulness of addressing PSM in the recruitment
process seems to be largely absent. Moreover, our knowledge is limited regarding the question of
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how “relevant the fulfillment of the need for public service motivation is in relation to other
motives” (Leisink and Steijn 2008:131) when it comes to the attractiveness of an employer.
This study aims to increase our limited knowledge of whether the PSM dimension
“Commitment to Public Values” (CPV), which refers to the degree to which an individual’s interest in the public service is driven by the internalization of and interest in pursuing “traditional”
public values, such as equity and accountability (Kim et al. 2013), can actually be used to attract
future employees. In addition, we aim to better understand the relative importance of PSM as a
predictor of sector choice by including extrinsic motivation in our analysis of the relationship
between employer branding and the perceived attractiveness of an employer. In order to test the
effect of the CPV and extrinsic motivation on the relationship between employer branding and
the perceived attractiveness of an employer, we designed an experiment involving 66 master’s students from a Swiss university.
Assuming that PSM is beneficial for both individuals and organizations, and given the strained
situation in many labor markets around the world, this study is highly relevant. It provides
insights into the question of whether public service motivated individuals are actually attracted by
a specific HR marketing practice: employer branding. In addition, from a more theoretical point
of view, this study answers the call to investigate the importance of PSM in public service
employer attraction (Leisink and Steijn 2008; Perry and Wise 1990), thereby focusing specifically
on the fit between public values at the organizational level and public service motives at the individual level (Andersen et al. 2012; Van Der Wal, de Graaf, and Lasthuizen 2008; Maesschalck,
van der Wal, and Huberts 2008). In addition, we have responded to the call by various PSM
scholars for more experimental research, since experimental research designs facilitate causal
inference and the isolation of the effects of specific variables (e.g., Bouwman and
Grimmelikhuijsen 2016; Wright and Grant 2010).
The next section discusses the theoretical background of employer branding and employer
attractiveness. This is followed by a discussion of the role of CPV and extrinsic motivation in
explaining the attraction to specific public or private values in the employer brand. After this discussion, the approach we used to test our expectations is explained in more detail, followed by a
presentation of our results. On the basis of these results, we then propose suggestions for future
research and describe the implications of our findings for theory and practice.

Theoretical framework
Employer branding and its effect on employer attractiveness
Employer branding is “the process of building an identifiable and unique employer identity”
(Backhaus and Tikoo 2004:502). The employer brand differentiates the organization from its competitors and helps to communicate to potential and existing employees what the organization
stands for (Love and Singh 2011). An organization’s employer branding is expected to influence
potential employees’ perceptions of the functional and symbolic benefits of an organization
(Backhaus and Tikoo 2004; Lievens, van Hoye, and Anseel 2007; Lievens, Hoye, and Schreurs
2005; Lievens and Highhouse 2003; Slaughter et al. 2004). Functional benefits describe elements of
employment with the firm that are desirable in objective, concrete, and factual terms, such as salary, benefits, or leave allowances. These attributes trigger interest primarily because of their utility. Symbolic benefits, by contrast, describe the organization in terms of subjective, abstract, and
intangible attributes. They convey company information in the form of imagery and general trait
inferences and are related to perceptions about the prestige of the organization. The ability to
convey symbolic benefits to employees makes employer branding especially useful, as symbolic
benefits have been found to be more important than functional ones in predicting employer
attractiveness, which describes the basic interest of an individual to be employed by a certain
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organization (Lieber 1995). According to Highhouse, Lievens, and Sinar (2003:989), employer
attractiveness “is reflected in individuals’ affective and attitudinal thoughts about particular
[organizations] as potential places for employment.” However, this does not necessarily imply
that the individual will also take action to join that specific organization. Individuals may be
attracted to many organizations at the same time, and perceived attractiveness of an employer is
likely to be influenced by employer branding. In the following, we will discuss in detail the relationship between employer branding and employers’ attractiveness, making use of insights from
person-environment fit theory.
Organizational values as symbolic benefits in the employer brand
To investigate the potential role of employer branding in attracting public service motivated individuals, we use organizational values, which can be defined as “important qualities and standards
that have a certain weight in the choice of action” (Van Der Wal, de Graaf, and Lasthuizen
2008:468), as a means to make symbolic benefits in the branding more concrete and measurable.
The focus here is on “shared organizational values,” or the values that dominate the present
decision-making practices of the organization. This is in line with the literature on organizational
culture, where it is argued that organizations have their own specific set of values that are
encoded in their culture (e.g., Deal and Kennedy 1982; Schein 1992). This means that organizational values reflect what is important to an organization and serve as an indicator of a general
standard of conduct. They demonstrate what an organization stands for and what employees can
expect from it. As such, organizational values are a core element of employer branding that help
organizations to communicate to potential and existing employees who they are and what they
stand for.
Traditionally, scholars have differentiated between public and private organizational values
(e.g., Bovens 1996; Jos and Tompkins 2004). Public values have been equated with public organizations and “traditional” or Weberian values such as impartiality, lawfulness, and neutrality.
Efficiency, innovation, profit, and quality, on the other hand, are seen as private values and are
associated with the private sector. This traditional perspective resonates with Frederickson’s
(2005) view on the incompatibility of the public value of fairness and the private value of efficiency. In a similar vein, De Graaf and Van der Wal (2010) have questioned whether it is possible
to do things right (that is, with integrity) while simultaneously realizing objectives (that is, being
effective). In other words, many scholars warn against the possibility that private values may
override public values.
According to Van Der Wal, de Graaf, and Lasthuizen (2008), the discussion about differences
between public and private values is primarily of a theoretical and ideological nature; comparative
empirical research efforts, in contrast, are few and far between. In order to fill this gap in knowledge, the authors empirically investigated organizational values of public and private sector managers. The present study provides evidence that differences in value preferences do in fact exist,
but that “there are also a number of strong similarities between the values of government and
business” (Van Der Wal, de Graaf, and Lasthuizen 2008:476). The private sector values found
were profitability, innovativeness, and honesty, whereas the public sector values were lawfulness,
incorruptibility, and impartiality. The values in the “common core”—values that were perceived
as important by both public and private managers—include accountability, expertise, reliability,
effectiveness, and efficiency. Because this traditional conceptualization of public and private values
has been found to be empirically distinguishable, we will use it as the basis from which we make
different types of employer branding measurable (see the method section for more information
about the operationalization of employer branding).
However, we also need to be aware of the fact that some scholars have pointed to the
“blurring” (Bozeman 1987) of sectors as a consequence of the rise of new public management
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reforms on the one hand, and corporate social responsibility on the other (Van Der Wal, de
Graaf, and Lasthuizen 2008). Accordingly, it has recently been argued that, in addition to traditional public values, many other values can be considered “public” (Andersen et al. 2012). In this
more “inclusive” view of what public values are, a number of different categorizations have been
proposed. Hood (1991), for example, distinguishes three clusters of administrative values that are
part of the NPM doctrine: sigma (economy and parsimony), theta (honesty and fairness), and
lambda (security and resilience). Meanwhile, Jorgensen and Bozeman (2007) identified seven
value constellations, categorizing 72 public values. Following this line of argument, there is not so
much a “public versus private” distinction, but instead distinct types of public values, including
more “businesslike” values focused on economy and parsimony, and more “traditional” values
focused on honesty and fairness. However, the study by Van Der Wal, de Graaf, and Lasthuizen
(2008) provides no evidence for one common set of values that is characterized by both public
and private organizations. Therefore, as mentioned earlier, this study relies on the traditional distinction between public and private values for the operationalization of different types of
employer branding.
Individual motives for employer attractiveness
Public service motivation
As mentioned in the introduction, there is a common assumption that a group of individuals
with certain motives is attracted to work for government as a means of fulfilling their desire to
serve society at large and contribute to the public interest (e.g., Christensen and Wright 2011).
This motivation has been referred to as public service motivation (PSM) (Rainey 1982). Perry
and Wise were the first to coin the concept of PSM as “an individual’s predisposition to respond
to motives grounded primarily or uniquely in public institutions” (Perry and Wise 1990:368).
Although this definition is still widely used, others have refined it. For example, Vandenabeele
(2007:547) refers to the concept of PSM as “the belief, values and attitudes that go beyond selfinterest and organizational interest, that concern the interest of a larger political entity and that
motivate individuals to act accordingly whenever appropriate.”
The present authors agree that PSM is a multidimensional concept (e.g., Kim et al. 2013)
encompassing the dimensions of Commitment to Public Values (CPV), Attraction to Public
Service (ATP), Self-Sacrifice (SSF), and Compassion (COM). In this study, we focus on the
dimension of CPV, which assesses “the extent to which an individual’s interest in the public service is driven by the internalization of and interest in pursuing commonly held public values,
such as equity, concern for future generations, accountability and ethics” (Kim et al. 2013:83), in
order to analyze the role played by PSM in the employer branding process. Andersen et al.
(2012) argue that the different PSM dimensions include values to a varying degree and found
empirical evidence supporting this notion. In particular, they found that the CPV dimension correlated more strongly with a larger number of public values than the other PSM dimensions.
Because of this strong link between CPV and public values, when investigating the potential role
of symbolic benefits and employer branding in attracting public service motivated individuals, we
focus not on PSM as a one- or multi-dimensional construct, but on CPV.
Extrinsic motivation
Although most scholars assume that highly public service motivated individuals are attracted to
work for government as a means of fulfilling their desire to contribute to society and the public
interest (e.g., Perry and Wise 1990; Vandenabeele 2008), research shows that extrinsic motivation
also plays an important role. For example, French and Emerson (2014) found that extrinsic
motivation, “which refers to doing something because it leads to a separable outcome” (Ryan and
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Deci 2000:55), such as security, wages, and fringe benefits, was considered highly important
among public sector employees, next to the opportunity to fulfill higher-order needs. Similarly,
Stazyk (2012:265) concluded that “performance-related pay and public service motivation may
work in tandem—at least in some cases—to motivate employees.” Weske and Schott (2016) go
one step further and argue, based on Causal Orientation Theory, that different types of motives
not only co-exist, but that different groups of individuals can also be motivated by different
motivational profiles. Related to this, Leisink and Steijn (2008) point out that we know little
about how relevant PSM is in relation to other motives for organizational choice. The authors
used the item “I want to contribute to solving societal problems” as a proxy for PSM and found
that only 9% of Dutch governmental employees and 7% of educational employees cite PSM as
their most important work motive. About the same percentage of employees stated salary as their
most important motive (10% of governmental employees and 8% of educational employees).
Houston (2011) found slightly different results in a U.S. context. In his study, almost 35% of the
public servants participating indicated that “a useful job to society” is very important to them,
while only 14% said the same about a job with high income. Following on from this line of
research, we argue that it is important to assess not only how PSM is reflected in an individual’s
attraction to an employer’s branding, but also which role extrinsic motivation plays in
this regard.
Matching organizational values and individual motives
One frequently discussed explanation for the role of symbolic benefits in employer’s attractiveness
relates to person-organization fit (P-O fit) theory (e.g., Backhaus and Tikoo 2004; Cable and
Judge 1996; Foster, Punjaisri, and Cheng 2010; Kristof-Brown, Zimmerman, and Johnson 2005).
A central argument of this theory is that when there is compatibility or “fit” between the characteristics of an individual and her or his work environment, this fit may result in positive effects
on both individual and organizational outcomes. Some authors have followed Tom’s (1971) operationalization of P-O fit as personality-climate congruence (e.g., Ryan and Schmitt 1996); however, since Chatman’s (1991) seminal work on P-O fit theory, attention has shifted to value
congruence between organizational and personal values (Kristof-Brown, Zimmerman, and
Johnson 2005). Kristof-Brown, Zimmerman, and Johnson (2005) differentiate between complementary or supplementary fit. Complementary fit occurs when an individual’s characteristics or
abilities fill a gap in the current environment (demands-ability fit) or when the needs of individuals are met by the environment (needs-supplies fit). Supplementary fit exists when the environment and the individuals share similar characteristics and values. In this study, we will focus on
supplementary fit in order to explain the role of symbolic benefits in the perceived attractiveness
of an employer.
On the basis of P-O fit theory, we expect that a match between the individual’s motivation
and certain types of an organization’s values will result in high employer attractiveness, while a
mismatch is likely to result in low employer attractiveness. More specifically, individuals are
attracted to organizations with clear values that they themselves view as important (Chatman
1991) and to organizations that offer an opportunity for personal goal attainment (Pervin 1989).
It is commonly recognized among psychologists that a key determinant for satisfaction with a
certain situation is the extent to which it fulfills the individual’s goals (Higgins, Shah, and
Friedman 1997). This means that if people perceive that they and the organization share similar
values (supplementary fit) and if they believe that goals are attainable, then organization attractiveness is likely to be high.
We expect individuals with high levels of CPV to be attracted by organizations that focus on
public values in their employer branding. These organizations share values similar to those of
individuals with high levels of CPV and offer them an opportunity to attain their personal goals.
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Van der Wal and Oosterbaan (2013) found that individuals with public service motivation are
attracted to organizations with public values such as equality, self-sacrifice, and justice. This is in
line with the findings of a systematic literature review on PSM (Ritz, Brewer, and Neumann
2016). The aggregated results of this review suggest that public service motivated individuals are
likely to choose public service jobs. Therefore, our first hypothesis is as follows:
H1: Individuals with high levels of CPV are attracted by employer branding focusing on public values.

With regard to extrinsic motivation, previous research indicates that individuals working in
the private sector attribute a higher value to extrinsic rewards, such as promotions, good wages,
and shorter work hours (Crewson 1997; Houston 2000, 2006; Karl and Sutton 1998). Moreover,
evidence suggests that individuals with high levels of extrinsic motivation are attracted by the private sector (Van der Wal and Oosterbaan 2013) and that, for example, high-need-for-achievement
individuals prefer organizations offering individual payment systems more than their low-needfor-achievement counterparts do (Trank, Rynes, and Bretz 2002). Therefore, we expect that
extrinsically motivated individuals will be responsive to private values in employer branding and
formulate the following second hypothesis:
H2: Individuals with high levels of extrinsic motivation are attracted by employer branding focusing on
private values.

Research design
An experimental design is most appropriate to tackle our research question since it enables us to
simulate symbolic benefits of the employer branding process and to control for other influences—such as prior knowledge about the organization, types of jobs available at the organization,
and familiarity with the organization’s branding—that are also at play when investigating the
effect of existing employer branding on the perceived attractiveness of an employer
(Iyengar 2011).
Setting and context
The research model was evaluated using a two-stage experimental research design, combining a
preliminary online survey and a campus-based classroom experiment at a Swiss university.
Although some researchers have criticized the use of students on account of the limited external
validity, there are also a number of arguments that justify the use of students. First, we use master’s students since they are expected to naturally relate to questions of (initial) job choice, being
in their last year of studies (Carpenter, Doverspike, and Miguel 2012). The relevance of the topic
to students is also shown by the majority of participants who have previously engaged in a job
search. When asked how often they viewed job advertisements, only 7.7% of the respondents
indicated that they never do. We chose to include all master’s students from a Swiss university
since previous research (Vandenabeele 2008) has shown that several study backgrounds are relevant for attraction to public or private organizations. Second, using students has advantages for
internal validity, since it may be expected that students are a more homogenous sample than a
non-student sample (Margetts 2011). A more heterogeneous sample of individuals in employment
may make the association between treatment and outcome less clear (Shadish, Cook, and
Campbell 2002), as participants could be influenced by other factors, such as previous employment experience. Third, the validity of an experiment is based on the principle of random allocation of individuals to treatment and control groups, rather than the representativeness of the
sample (Anderson and Edwards 2015).
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Procedure
In February 2014, all 3,665 master’s students at a Swiss university were invited by e-mail to participate in the experiment and, in return for participation, were promised CHF 20, which they
could either keep or donate to a charity. The experiment consisted of two interconnected stages.
In the first stage, a total of 75 students completed a preliminary online questionnaire in which
their motivations and background variables were measured. Out of these 75 students, 66 ultimately
participated in the second stage (in which the treatments were administered) in March 2014. This
second stage was organized as an on-campus classroom experiment. The low overall response rate
was likely due to the fact that only a small number of students use the university’s e-mail system
(which we used to send out the invitations to participate) on a regular basis and due to the large
number of projects that attempt to recruit students through this channel, as a subsequent inquiry
revealed. To anonymously connect the survey responses (stage 1) to the results of the classroom
experiment (stage 2), students were asked to create an identification number based on the letters of
their parents’ first name and the last three digits of their mobile phone number. In the second
stage, students were randomly allocated to one of the two experimental groups or the control
group. They were provided with descriptions of organizations (the treatments) and were instructed
to imagine that they were searching for an entry-level job for themselves. After reading the organization descriptions, students were asked to fill in a post-experiment questionnaire. This questionnaire included questions about the perceived values of the organization (the treatment check) and
their attraction to the organization.
Experimental design
A between-group design was set up for the experiment. In this design, the independent variable
(employer branding) was manipulated in order to test its effect on the dependent variable
(employer attractiveness). Two experimental organization descriptions (public values and private
values) and one control description were created. The different parts of the descriptions were
based on the investigation of several employer branding efforts and job advertisements. In addition, two interviews were conducted with HR managers responsible for employer branding in
different sectors in order to ensure the realism of the treatments.
Both treatments and the control group shared a “common core” (based on the common core
values found by Van Der Wal, de Graaf, and Lasthuizen (2008)) that contained fictional descriptions of organizations (presenting organizational characteristics such as offering a wide range of
products and services) and information about what the organization offers (including flexible
work hours and a competitive salary). These descriptions were included for all groups to resemble
an actual situation of recruitment as closely as possible. At the same time, these descriptions were
formulated as neutrally as possible in order to prevent the participants from (not) being attracted
due to these descriptions or making associations with real-life organizations or the nature of possible jobs. Moreover, the visual design of all organizational descriptions was the same for all
groups (see Appendix 1 for the design).
In addition to information about the organization and what the organization offers, the individuals in the treatment groups received information about the values of the organization (the
symbolic benefits), which reflected both an organization’s internal and external orientation. This
information was presented under the headings “our key values,” “our employees about us,” and
“our goal.” These three headings used different formulations to emphasize the same set of values.
The purpose of this was to ensure that the participants noticed the importance of these values for
the organization.
Two variants of these values were created, one referring to public values (treatment 1) and the
other referring to private values (treatment 2), respectively. The distinction between the two types
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Table 1. Sample composition on background variables.

Min.
Max.
Mean private
values (N ¼ 19)
Mean public
values (N ¼ 26)
Mean control
group (N ¼ 21)
Mean total (SD)
Mean difference tests

Gender

Age

Master’s
program
semester

Job applications

CPV
(1–7)

Extrinsic
motivation
(1–7)

0
1
.74

22
55
25.74

1
6
3.42

1
8
2.68

4.50
7.00
6.43

1.14
6.71
4.97

.81

26.23

3.15

2.72

6.04

4.92

.81

25.62

3.38

3.90

6.21

4.95

.79 (.41)
F ¼ .416
p ¼ .812

25.89 (4.37)
F ¼ .127
p ¼ .881

3.30 (1.20)
F ¼ .329
p ¼ .721

3.08 (2.25)
F ¼ 2.006
p ¼ .143

6.21 (.68)
F ¼ 1.954
p ¼ .150

4.94 (1.06)
F ¼ .011
p ¼ .989

of values was based on empirical research comparing values in the public and private sector (Van
Der Wal, de Graaf, and Lasthuizen 2008). In order to clearly separate the two treatments, we
selected only values that are especially strongly associated with the specific sectors; values that
were important in both sectors were omitted. For treatment 1, we selected three values that characterize public sector organizations: impartiality, incorruptibility, and lawfulness. For treatment 2,
we selected the values of innovativeness and profitability. Since no other private values were
included in the study by Van Der Wal, de Graaf, and Lasthuizen (2008), we added the value of
competitiveness, which can be seen as a typical private value due to the absence of market competition in the public sector (Rainey and Chun 2005).
Before carrying out the experiment, a pre-test was performed with a small number of students
to test whether the manipulation was perceived as intended. Based on this test, the organization
descriptions and the layout of the treatments were improved.

Descriptive statistics
Our final sample comprised 66 master’s students from different faculties at a Swiss university.
We checked the sample for homogeneity on a number of variables that could affect the perceived
attractiveness of an employer, such as gender, age, semester of master’s studies, previous encounters with employer branding (expressed in the number of job applications within the last year),
and faculty of study. Furthermore, the moderating variables CPV and extrinsic motivation were
also included.
Table 1 shows that the sample consists of 79% females with an average age of 25.9 years
(SD ¼ 4.4) who have been studying for an average of 3.3 semesters (SD ¼ 1.2) and have applied
for 3.1 jobs (SD ¼ 2.3). Furthermore, their average CPV score is 6.2 (on a 7-point scale, SD¼.7)
and their extrinsic motivation averages 4.9 (on a 7-point scale, SD ¼ 1.1).1 Table 2 shows the faculty of study of the participants.2 Students from six different faculties participated: medicine
(N ¼ 1), humanities (N ¼ 9), human sciences (N ¼ 22), science (N ¼ 10), law (N ¼ 12), and business, economics, and social sciences (N ¼ 12).
The differences between the control and treatment groups on these variables were all insignificant (see Tables 1 and 2), indicating effective randomization. This should cancel out any confounding effects, making it unnecessary to include these background variables in further analyses.
A post-hoc power test for unequal sample sizes revealed that, on the basis of the means, the
statistical power in the experimental treatments is .98 (a ¼ .05, df ¼ 63, N ¼ 66, f ¼ 0.54), thus
exceeding the recommended statistical power of .80 (Cohen 1988).
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Table 2. Sample composition based on faculty.

Private
values (N ¼ 19)
Public
values (N ¼ 26)
Control
group (N ¼ 21)
Total (N ¼ 66)
Fisher’s exact test

Faculty of
Medicine

Faculty of
Humanities

Faculty of
Human
Sciences

Faculty of
Science

Faculty
of Law

Faculty of
Business,
Economics,
and
Social
Sciences

0

5

4

3

3

4

0

3

12

5

3

3

1

1

6

2

6

5

1
p ¼ .333

9

22

10

12

12

Measures
Several measurement scales were used to measure the variables included in the research model.
Since some of these scales had not been sufficiently validated in the original studies, we used
exploratory factor analysis instead of confirmatory factor analysis to assess the validity of all
scales (Fabrigar et al. 1999:277) (Table A1). The dependent variable employer attractiveness was
measured using the organizational attraction scale developed by Highhouse, Lievens, and Sinar
(2003). Factor loadings were .75 or higher and Cronbach’s alpha was .89. The moderating variable
Commitment to Public Values (CPV) was measured using the items from the PSM scale developed by Kim et al. (2013). All CPV items had loadings above .67 and Cronbach’s alpha was
adequate (.70). The moderating variable extrinsic work motivation was measured using
Neumann’s (2016) validated measure, which is based on various existing motivation measurement
scales. The advantage of this generic scale is that it does not focus solely on certain limited
aspects of extrinsic work motivation depending on the specific focus of a study (e.g., reward preferences, prestige, career opportunities), but on a more encompassing set of extrinsic motivation
facets. Moreover, the scale is suitable for assessing general extrinsic work motivation because it is
not developed for individuals performing a specific job (e.g., teaching). Factor loadings of this
scale are all above .63 and Cronbach’s alpha is .88. For our manipulation check (see the following), we measured the perception of public and private values using the value formulations by Van
Der Wal, de Graaf, and Lasthuizen (2008). Both had high loadings (consistently above .84 for public
values and above .83 for private values) and high Cronbach’s alphas (.93 for public values and .89 for
private values). All measurement scales were aggregated by calculating a mean score of the respective
items of each construct.
Manipulation check
To check whether the participants perceived the experimental treatments (the manipulation) in
the way we had intended, we performed a manipulation check. This was done by asking respondents to which degree they had perceived the particular values as being contained in the organization descriptions. An ANOVA test showed that the manipulation was indeed successful: the
public values treatment group perceived a higher degree of public values (M ¼ 6.54, on a scale
from 1 to 7) than the private values treatment group (M ¼ 3.30) and the control group
(M ¼ 4.02) (F ¼ 57.345, p ¼ < .001). The private values treatment group perceived higher private
values (M ¼ 6.65, on a scale from 1 to 7) than the public values treatment group (M ¼ 3.12) and
the control group (M ¼ 4.25) (F ¼ 51.087, p¼ <.001). All of these differences were highly statistically significant.
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Table 3. Multivariate OLS regression analyses for predicting perceived attractiveness of an employer.
Model 1 Employer branding

Intercept
Public values
Private values
CPV
Extrinsic
CPVpublic values
CPVprivate values
Extrinsicpublic
Extrinsicprivate
N
Adj. R2
F

Model 2
þMotivation

Model 3 þInteraction effects

Coeff.

SE

Coeff.

SE

Coeff.

SE

5,986
0,226
1,194

0,215
0,290
0,313

3,529
0,200
1,217
0,077
0,400

1,198
0,266
0,288
0,170
0,105

4,848
1,173
4,773
,093
,113
-,030
-,148
,234
,908

2,126
2,726
3,199
0,271
0,200
0,382
0,423
0,242
0,316

66
0,182
8,233

66
0,318
8,579

66
0,369
5,753

Note: Unstandardized coefficients are presented.
p¼ <.10.
¼p<.05.
¼ p<.01.

Results
At the beginning, we investigated the difference in attraction between individuals included in the
three experimental conditions. Individuals in the public values treatment group have a mean
attraction of 5.76 (SD¼.99), individuals in the private values treatment group have a mean attraction of 4.79 (SD ¼ 1.29), and individuals in the control group have a mean attraction of 5.99
(SD¼.60). The results indicate that there is a significant difference in perceived attractiveness of
an employer between the treatments (F ¼ 8.23, p < .001). A post-hoc Tukey test showed that the
private values treatment differed significantly from the public values treatment (p < .01) and from
the control group (p < .001). No significant difference in attraction was found between individuals
in the public value treatment group and the control group. These results indicate that the individuals included in our sample are significantly less attracted to the private values treatment than
to the public values treatment or the control treatment. In order to test both the direct effect of
the treatments and the interaction effects of the treatments with the various motivations (extrinsic
and CPV), we used multivariate OLS regression analysis to estimate three models. In a first step,
we computed the direct effects of public and private values employer branding on the perceived
attractiveness of an employer (model 1). Second, we added CPV and extrinsic motivation to
assess the combined effect of employer branding and motivation (model 2). Third, we added the
interaction effects between employer branding and CPV and employer branding and extrinsic
motivation (model 3). Reflecting our focus on the link between motivation and values, the third
step of the analysis is the most important in order to test our hypotheses. Following common
practice in experimental research, we have included the two experimental treatments as dummies
to the analyses and used the control group as a reference category. The results of the regression
analyses are shown in Table 3.
In the first step, we found that, compared to the control group (no public or private values),
only the private values employer branding had a statistically significant, negative impact on the perceived attractiveness of an employer (B ¼ –.1.194, p < .001). This means that exposure to the private
values treatment led to an average decrease of 1.2 points in the perceived attractiveness rating compared to the control group, whose average attractiveness rating was 6.0 (on a 7-point scale).
In the second step, after adding the two motivation-related variables, only extrinsic motivation
was directly and positively related with attraction (B ¼ .400, p < .001), while the coefficient for
private values remained virtually unchanged (B ¼ –1.217, p < .001). The coefficient estimate for
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extrinsic motivation translates to an average increase of .4 points in perceived employer attractiveness for each one point increase in the variable extrinsic motivation for all experimental
groups (again, both variables were measured on 7-point scales).
Although steps 1 and 2 show significant effects on our dependent variable, our main interest
is the interaction of motivation and employer branding efforts. In this third step, the adjusted R2
doubled from .18 in model 1 to .37 in model 3. This indicates that the additional variables
included add value when explaining the perceived attractiveness of an employer. The first hypothesis focuses on the attraction to the public values treatment among individuals with high levels
of CPV, while the second hypothesis focuses on attraction to the private values treatment among
individuals with high levels of extrinsic motivation. After adding the four interaction terms in
model 3, only the interaction effect of extrinsic motivation and the private values treatment had a
significant effect on the perceived attractiveness of an employer. This means that no significant
effects were found for the interaction between CPV and either of the treatments. Therefore, our
data did not support the first hypothesis that individuals with high levels of CPV are more
attracted to employer branding focusing on public values as seen in the match between CPV
and values.
To check whether the lack of significant effects of CPV may be explained by low statistical
power, we have conducted several power tests. First, we have tested the power of model 3 as a
whole. The post-hoc power test for linear multiple regression (Faul et al. 2009) indicates that, on
the basis of the R2 deviation from zero, the statistical power of model 3 is .99 (a ¼ .05, df ¼ 57,
N ¼ 66, f2 ¼ 0.81), thus exceeding the recommended statistical power of .80 (Cohen 1988). In
addition to testing the power of model 3 as a whole, we conducted several robustness checks.
First, we conducted a power test for the power of model 3 without the direct and interaction
effect of extrinsic motivation. The post-hoc test for multiple regression on the basis of the R2
deviation from zero indicated that the statistical power of the model is .89 (a ¼ .05, df ¼ 60,
N ¼ 66, f2 ¼ 0.27). Second, we conducted a power test for the added explained variance of model
3 compared to model 1 to check whether CPV and extrinsic motivation—and their interaction
with the experimental treatments—have sufficient statistical power. The post-hoc power test for
linear multiple regression, based on the R2 increase, indicates that the power is .92 (a ¼ .05,
df ¼ 57, N ¼ 66, f2 ¼ 0.32). Third, we conducted a power test in which we test for the power of
the added variance of model 3 as compared to model 1 without the direct and interaction effects
of extrinsic motivation. Doing so allowed us to check whether a model that includes CPV and
the interaction of CPV with the experimental treatments has sufficient statistical power as compared to a model with treatments only (model 1). The post-hoc power test for multiple linear
regression, based on the R2 increase, indicates that the power is .06 (a ¼ .05, df ¼ 60, N ¼ 66,
f2 ¼ 0.003). This low power indicates that our model does not have sufficient power to detect
added variance explained by adding CPV and the interaction of CPV with the experimental treatments. We will reflect on this power issue in the discussion section of this article.
The significant interaction effect of extrinsic motivation and private values (B ¼ .908, p < .001)
indicates that, compared to individuals in the control group, individuals in the private values
treatment group differ significantly in their attraction to the employer. Since our first analysis
indicated that only the private values treatment differs significantly from both the control group
and the public values treatment, we have computed an additional analysis, which uses the private
values treatment as the reference category. This analysis indicates that the interaction effect of
CPV remains non-significant regardless of the reference group, whereas the interaction effect of
extrinsic motivation and private values remains stable.
For the interpretation of the statistically significant interaction effect, we turn to the marginal
effects plot in Figure 1. On the y-axis of the plot, we see the average degree of perceived employer
attractiveness. On the x-axis, we see the average degree of extrinsic motivation. The solid slope represents individuals in the public values treatment group, the double-dashed slope represents
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Figure 1. Interaction effect of extrinsic motivation.

individuals in the private values treatment group, and the dashed slope represents individuals in the
control group. The fact that all slopes are positive indicates that, in general, the higher the level of
extrinsic motivation, the higher the attractiveness of an employer.
The interaction plot shows that, compared to individuals in the public values treatment
group and the control group, individuals in the private treatment group are least attracted to
the employer when they have low to high levels of extrinsic motivation (ranging from 1 to
6.3). Only when individuals in the private treatment group have extremely high levels of
extrinsic motivation (between 6.3 and 6.5) do they find the private values treatment more
attractive than the control group and the public values treatment. These results indicate that
the private values treatment is more attractive only for individuals with extreme levels of
extrinsic motivation. Individuals with low, medium, and high levels of extrinsic motivation
are more attracted to the public value treatment and control group treatment.
These findings support our second hypothesis, postulating that individuals with higher levels
of extrinsic motivation are highly attracted to private values in the employer branding in part
only. In line with our expectations, we found a higher level of attraction to private values among
individuals with higher levels of extrinsic motivation. Contrary to our expectation, however, only
individuals with very high levels of extrinsic motivation are more attracted to the private values
treatment than the public values and control group treatments.

Discussion and conclusion
This study contributes to the literature on the role of the PSM dimension of commitment to public values (CPV) in the attraction and selection of public service motivated employees. Studies frequently recommend that public organizations should use PSM for recruitment purposes, but
limited empirical evidence supporting this recommendation can be found (Ritz, Brewer, and
Neumann 2016). This study empirically investigates whether individuals with high levels of CPV
are indeed attracted by public organizations using specific employer branding strategies. Whereas
a large amount of theoretical and empirical research in the field of public service motivation
claims that individuals with high levels of PSM are interested in public organizations and public
service jobs (e.g., Lewis and Frank 2002; Naff and Crum 1999; Steen 2008), our results indicate
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that using a specific HR (marketing) instrument—so-called “employer branding”—to attract these
individuals might be more complex and less effective than expected.
We did not find an interaction effect between the PSM dimension CPV and the public values
treatment to have significant effects on the perceived attractiveness of an employer (H1).
Individuals scoring high on CPV seem not to be attracted to an organization displaying public
values in their employer branding. This finding is not in line with earlier survey-based studies
focusing on the role of PSM in explaining the employer attractiveness of public sector organizations (e.g., Lewis and Frank 2002; Naff and Crum 1999). We will therefore discuss several statistical and theoretical explanations for this unexpected finding.
A first explanation is statistical in nature and relates to the sample upon which our analysis is
based. As we have shown in the results section, our model does not have sufficient power to
detect an increase in explained variance by adding CPV and the interaction of CPV with the
experimental treatments (as compared to a model including the treatments only) to the model.
This means that, whereas the statistical power of the model as a whole is sufficient, the power of
our study was too low to find significant effects for the interaction effect of CPV and the public
values treatment. This is likely to be associated with the relatively small effect of CPV, as compared to the effect of extrinsic motivation.
In addition, as shown in Table 1, the average CPV score is a rather high 6.2 (on a 7-point
scale) and not much variation among the participants can be found (SD¼.7). Even though low
variance is not uncommon in PSM research (see, e.g., Kim et al. 2013; Ward 2014) and the high
PSM may result from the fact that all participants were enrolled as students at the University of
Bern, which claims to serve the capital region by providing knowledge for a sustainable development of society and the local economy, and most participants come from faculties such as the
humanities (psychology, education science, and sports science), law, and social science; we need
to be aware of the risk of sampling bias. As the scores of CPV were high among all three experimental groups, participants in the private values treatment may have reacted comparatively
strongly and the public values treatment may not have delivered its effects as hypothesized.
The high level of CPV and its limited variance among participants found in this study not only
help to explain the unexpected findings of this study, but they are interesting in themselves. They
provide additional support for Kim and Kim’s (2016) argument that people tend to respond in a
socially desirable way when responding to questions about PSM. In addition, they stress the importance of socialization as a source of PSM (e.g., Perry and Vandenabeele 2008; Vandenabeele 2007).
As all participants were students at the same public university, the low variance among respondents
may be interpreted as the result of socialization processes.
In addition to statistical explanations, our findings can also be explained by theoretical arguments. One theoretical explanation for our non-finding could be that individuals who are
highly committed to public values are less inclined to search for careers and to pursue job
offers. Instead, public service motives may be satisfied by less formalized (job) settings, such as
volunteering (Houston 2006; Lee 2012). Another explanation for this non-finding might be the
limited relative importance of CPV in explaining employer attraction compared to other types
of motivation, such as extrinsic motivation. In a Western market economy, a potential job and
an organization as potential employer might, at the preliminary stage, be instrumental in satisfying extrinsic motives. This may be the case in particular for young individuals who are about
to apply for their first serious job after completing their master’s degree. In the early stages of a
career especially, extrinsic motives such as good career prospects and high wages are likely to
be more important for an organization’s attractiveness than motives related to CPV (Kanfer
and Ackerman 2004). An additional explanation for the absent effect could be that there are
other potential values that can be considered relevant to public organizations and attractive to
public service motivated individuals, such as the public at large, budget keeping,
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professionalism, balancing interests, efficient supply, and user focus (see Andersen et al. 2013;
Jorgensen and Bozeman 2007).
Net to the unexpected findings, we did find a significant interaction effect for extrinsic motivation and our private values treatment. Partly in line with both H2 and previous research (e.g.,
Crewson 1997; Houston 2000), we found that privately branded organizations seem to be more
attractive for very highly extrinsically motivated individuals than for low, medium, and highly
extrinsically motivated individuals. This indicates that a “match” in values does indeed lead to
greater attraction, but only where there are extremely high levels of extrinsic motivation.
Moreover, our results indicate that individuals with higher levels of extrinsic motivation are, in
general, more attracted to potential employers. These findings again indicate the importance of
extrinsic motivation in a recruitment context.
This study also has a number of limitations. First, as we have argued when explaining the
non-significant findings of CPV, there are limitations associated with our sample. These include a
low statistical power that does not allow us to detect small effects and limited variance on the
scores on CPV. Together, these limitations may have resulted in non-significant findings regarding our hypothesis regarding the match between CPV and a public values treatment in explaining
attraction to an employer.
Second, the experimental treatments focused on public and private values, rather than the
opportunity to contribute to society. This means that the central aspect of PSM—which is contributing to society (Perry and Hondeghem 2008; Schott et al. 2017)—is not reflected in our experimental treatment. However, when focusing on the opportunity to contribute to society, it is
difficult to think of a contrasting treatment (i.e., self-interest) at the organizational level.
Moreover, the concept of contributing to society is very elusive and cannot be defined (Bozeman
2007). Therefore, individuals might attach different meanings to the concept, for which it is not
possible to control.
Third, the second stage of the experiment was conducted in a laboratory, using master’s students
as research participants. This could pose a threat to the external validity and generalizability of our
findings, since previous research has shown that individuals respond to different motives at different stages of their life. Therefore, the findings are limited to individuals in the early phase of their
career. However, students also have the advantage of being a homogenous group, as we discussed
in the method section (i.e., not influenced by prior working experiences). Additionally, master’s students actually orient themselves towards the labor market. However, against the backdrop of our
sample from only one university, we highly recommend that this study be replicated including
other samples of participants.
Fourth, presenting descriptions of organizations without referring to an actual organization
and specific organizational characteristics could pose a threat to how realistic the experiment is
perceived to be. However, the description was the same for all subjects in our experiment, and
therefore does not affect the internal validity. Moreover, we spoke to practitioners from both sectors before conducting the experiment in order to make the descriptions more realistic.
For practice, our findings suggest that the role of CPV-related motives in predicting the
attractiveness of an employer is, if at all, limited. As a result, organizations need to be aware of
the limited importance of PSM-related motives for the organization’s attractiveness for graduate
students from the outset. Therefore, they are advised to focus on HR activities that stimulate
PSM (see, for example, Giauque, Anderfuhren-Biget, and Varone 2013; Schott and Pronk 2014)
after hiring if they want to ensure a public service motivated workforce.
For future research, we recommend that this study be repeated with a larger sample (to have
more statistical power) so that a more robust answer can be given to the question of whether PSM
plays a role in the recruitment process. Preferably, the ideal sample size should be computed with
an a priori power test (Faul et al. 2009).We also suggest to pay close attention to the sampling strategy. Assigning individuals with high and low levels of PSM to public and private treatment groups,
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respectively, enables us to draw stronger conclusions and to ensure that the non-findings are not
the result of potential sample bias. Furthermore, we recommend that greater attention be focused
on the concrete role that PSM in general, and the PSM dimension CPV in particular, may play in
attraction and selection processes. This could, for example, be done by investigating other aspects
of employer branding (such as functional benefits) or focusing on other HR (marketing) instruments (e.g., social media recruitment and recruitment and career fairs). In addition, future research
should differentiate more between functions, professions, and sectors to further investigate what
attracts public service motivated individuals to apply for a position. Such research could focus, for
example, on more specific job components that attract public service motivated individuals. In one
instance, Leisink and Steijn (2008) found that more than 50% of governmental and educational
employees mention job content as their most important work motivation.
To our knowledge, this study is one of the first to empirically investigate the recommendation
that PSM should be used in the attraction and selection of future employees. In addition, we
answered the call to investigate the relative importance of PSM as a criterion of employer attractiveness. Our experimental approach allowed us to isolate the use of values in the HR instrument
of employer branding. Our findings are interesting because they are not in line with the common
recommendation found in PSM research, which is to focus on PSM in the attraction and selection of future employees. Instead, the findings suggest that the potential advantages of using symbolic benefits—a specific form of employer branding—to attract individuals with high levels of
the PSM dimension CPV are limited. This suggests that greater scholarly attention should be
devoted to critically investigating whether, and how, organizations can attract individuals with
high levels of PSM, while taking into account the fact that the relative importance of PSM
as a predictor of organizational choice may be limited. However, we are also well aware of the
fact that these findings may be the result of low statistical power and therefore call for more
experimental research based on lager sample sizes.

Notes
1. While the variance of the CPV measure was rather low, which may have affected certain non-findings, it
should be noted that such low variance is not uncommon in PSM research (see, e.g., Kim et al. 2013;
Ward 2014).
2. The results are shown for faculties. We also checked whether the experimental groups were homogeneous
with regard to the degree courses followed by the participants. Since we did not find any significant
differences here (¼30.549, p¼.438), this analysis is not included in the results section.
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Appendix
TABLE A1 Exploratory Factor Analysis
Factor
Extrinsic Motivation
Chances for promotion
It is important for me to have good career
perspective.
Chance to exercise leadership.
Doing work that is prestigious and regarded highly
by others.
Opportunity for training and career development.
Company benefits.
It is important for me to have a high wage.
Commitment to Public Values
To act ethically is essential for
public servants.
It is fundamental that the interests of future
generations are taken into account when developing
public policies.
I think equal opportunities for citizens are
very important.
It is important that citizens can rely on the
continuous provision of public services.
Perceived Attractiveness of an Employer
This company is attractive to me as a place
for employment.
A job at this company is very appealing to me.
I am interested in learning more about this company.
For me, this company would be a good place
to work.
I would not be interested in this company except as
a last resort. (R)
“Classical” Public Values
Impartiality: Act without prejudice or bias toward
specific group interests.
Incorruptibility: Act without prejudice and bias
toward private interests.
Lawfulness: Act in accordance with existing laws
and rules.
Private Values
Innovativeness: Act with initiative and
creativity (to invent or introduce new
policies or products).
Profitability: Act to achieve gain
(financial or other).
Competitiveness: Able to compete with the
competition.
a

2

3

4

0.081
0.042

0.878
0.875

0.075
0.130

0.173
0.296

0.106
0.055

0.224
0.453

0.757
0.717

0.167
0.108

0.238
0.065

0.039
0.102

0.045
0.219
0.299

0.790
0.814
0.607

0.118
0.154
0.233

0.368
0.220
0.055

0.051
0.127
0.149

0.007

0.010

0.777

0.113

0.111

0.208

0.066

0.667

0.176

0.228

0.016

0.029

0.816

0.009

0.054

0.028

0.121

0.789

0.084

0.117

0.150

0.276

0.055

0.872

0.042

0.295
0.009
0.387

0.215
0.214
0.180

0.039
0.039
0.008

0.854
0.749
0.802

0.243
0.220
0.283

0.320

0.292

0.057

0.803

0.480

0.914

0.097

0.121

0.246

0.447

0.914

0.085

0.038

0.322

0.361

0.837

0.207

0.076

0.391

0.509

0.357

0.050

0.106

0.036

0.830

0.354

0.029

0.005

0.334

0.886

0.262

0.071

0.025

0.259

0.921

.88

.70

.93

.89

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalization. Structure matrix.
Note. bold ¼ concept to which the factor loads.

.89

